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Tempus Again Named Top Overall Currency Forecaster in Bloomberg’s Q4 2021 Rankings 

WASHINGTON, DC – January 5, 2022 – Tempus is proud to be named the top overall forecaster for the G10 currencies 
in Bloomberg’s FX Forecast Accuracy Rankings for Q4 2021. Notably, this is the sixth time Tempus has earned the 
distinction of top overall forecaster for the G10 Currencies.  

Additionally, Tempus earned 1st place for the New Zealand dollar (NZD), 2nd place for the Swiss Franc (CHF), 4th place 
for both the Mexican Peso (MXN) and Australian Dollar (AUD), and 5th place for the British Pound (GBP). Tempus 
achieved these distinctions above nearly 47 other distinguished global financial institutions, including some of the 
world's largest banks.  

"We are honored once again to earn #1 amongst more than 47 participating banks worldwide,” says JP Carriedo, CEO 
for Tempus. “This distinguished accolade for Tempus reaffirms the FX expertise clients can continue to expect as we 
unify our global presence under our parent company's name, Monex, later this month.” 

“It feels good to get back to the echelon of forecasting after navigating a pandemic that changed almost everything we 
have used in the past to analyze markets and digest unprecedented events,” explains Juan Perez, Senior FX Trader & 
Strategist for Tempus. “Our clients are the greatest resource of information as they cope with new challenges to their 
trade while hedging themselves for a promising yet complex future."  

Tempus has provided simplified, market-leading foreign exchange (FX) payments and risk management solutions for 
thousands of clients and corporate partners for more than two decades. These Bloomberg rankings acknowledge our 
ongoing efforts to deliver top FX expertise from our award-winning trading and account teams and leading digital tools 
like our online payments platform, Tempus Online, and tailored API solutions. 

Tempus consistently earns top 10 recognition in Bloomberg’s quarterly rankings for overall G10 currencies and 
individual currencies. 
  

About Tempus: Since 1999, Tempus has provided corporate clients with industry-leading foreign exchange, risk 
management, and international payment solutions. Based in Washington, DC, and together with its global affiliates, 
Tempus has leveraged a combined annual FX volume of over $247 billion to help more than 70,000 clients from a 
broad range of industries successfully navigate the global currency markets and market fluctuations. We currently 
operate in the USA as Tempus until late January, when we will take on our parent company’s name, Monex–one of 
the world’s largest commercial foreign exchange providers. www.TempusFX.com 
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